
2019 Clean Energy RFO Questions & Answers 
 

General Clarifications  

1. Cycling Limits: 
a. In the Compliant Submission Specification section of the RFO Protocol, the section 

regarding “Operation” should be understood to mean that we expect storage 
resources to dispatch approximately 200 cycles/year. For purposes of PPA pricing for 
capacity maintenance, bidders can assume 200 cycles. CPA is also interested in the 
possibility of higher cycling limits and will accommodate pricing offers for alternative 
cycling options as described in ii below. 

i. All storage projects must be able to provide 200 cycles/year while 
maintaining nameplate capacity performance throughout the entire project 
tenor. 

ii. CPA does wish to retain the option of more cycles per year. Please include in 
your narrative response potential alternative charge structures for additional 
cycles. These additional cycling options may be negotiated during the final 
negotiations phase. 

1. Projects can offer tiered capacity pricing based on yearly cycling totals 
(i.e. 100-200 cycles/year = $X/kW-mo; 200-300 cycles/year = $Y/kW-
mo; 300-400 cycles/year; $Z/kW-mo, etc) 

iii. Cycling limits (either 200 cycles per year or another agreed to cycle limit) will 
be incorporated in the final text of the Energy Storage PPA Agreement. 

2. Daily Dispatch Limits: 
a. In section 3c of the RFO Protocol detailing “Compliant Submission Specifications” 

there is a line item “Daily Dispatch Limits”. This line item is meant to indicate that 
there should be no limit on the number of times a day that CPA may dispatch the 
storage resource, but the annual operational limit of 200 cycles per year holds. 
Effectively, this means that CPA must limit overall dispatch to 200 full cycles per year 
but may dispatch arbitrarily small or large amounts of energy in any given day. 

Qualitative and Project Risk Criteria 
1. What is the percent weighting for each of the evaluation criteria? 

a. All evaluation criteria, quantitative and qualitative, will contribute to project 
selection. Please refer to Section 4 of the RFO Protocol.   

2. When will we be able to see the Project Labor Agreement you are requiring short listed 
applicants to sign? 

a. Please refer to the Workforce Development section in the relevant Agreement 
document. 



3. Is site control required for this RFP? Would a letter of intent be considered as proof of 
site control? Is it necessary to be in the Interconnection queue and/or have a finished 
study? 

a. Having full site control and interconnection approval are not required. However, 
this would improve a project’s ranking within the Development Risk evaluation 
criteria. 

4. Does the prevailing wage requirement apply to utility scale track projects too? 
a. There is no prevailing wage requirement in the Utility Scale Track; however, 

workforce development is one of the qualitative evaluation criteria in the RFO 
Protocol. A high rank in this category would include commitment to a project 
labor agreement, or community benefit agreement.  Please refer to Section 4 of 
the RFO Protocol.  

5. In the community experience section, what does “CPA member agency partnership or 
co-investment and grant eligibility” mean for a utility scale project located outside LA 
and Ventura counties? 

a. CPA is interested in learning of any community benefits or engagement related 
to the project regardless of project location. Partnership with a CPA member 
agency, co-investment with a community agency, or any grant eligibility are 
examples of such community benefits and/or engagement.  

6. Is there a possible scenario where a project that is not the lowest cost bidder, but scores 
highly in areas such as workforce development, would be selected?  Or will the lowest 
cost bidder without any fatal flaws be likely to receive the award?  

a. The qualitative evaluation criteria will factor into project selection pursuant to 
Section 4 of the RFO Protocol. 

7. What is CPA's ideal start-date?  
a. CPA prefers nearer-term online dates. 

Submission Processes 
8. Can we submit a bid on behalf of the ultimate project owner? 

a. A Bidder must be authorized to submit a Bid and if the Bidder is not the ultimate 
project owner, the Bid must specify the Bidder’s relationship with the ultimate 
project owner.  

9. How will you handle bids from developers that have the same land and/or building site 
under development? 

a. Uncertain site control will be factored into the Development Risk evaluation 
criteria. Demonstrating full site control will improve a project’s ranking within 
the Development Risk criteria.  

10. Is the price binding or updateable based on outcome of negotiations on redlined items of the 
PPA Agreement post shortlist? 

a. Bidders should submit their most competitive offer in the offer submission. 
Updating pricing during the exclusivity period may be considered materially 
modifying the terms of the offer and may disqualify the Bidder from the RFO, 



including forfeiture of the Shortlist Deposit. Please refer to Section 8 of the RFO 
Protocol and the Exclusivity Agreement for more details.  

11. In the Offer Form Template, what is the exact difference between the ‘Intermittent 
Renewables + Storage’ option and the ‘Firm Renewables + Storage’ option? Would a 
solar PV + battery storage option be considered as the former or latter?  

a. ‘Firm renewables’ would be those with a reliable and predictable output, such as 
geothermal. PV + storage would be considered ‘intermittent renewables + 
storage.’  

12. If the Station Use is inherently included in the Storage Loss Factor due to a selected 
vendor, would CPA be open to amending the PPA language?  

a. The submission package should include a redlined PPA with any proposed 
modifications.  

13. Does a bidder need to submit both an RPS Agreement and an RPS Plus Storage 
Agreement generation + storage projects? 

a. A generation + storage project should submit a single redlined RPS + Storage 
Agreement.  

14. Does CPA prefer/insist that Storage is priced as $/kW-month adder or can it be priced as 
a $/MWh adder? 

a. CPA requires a $/kW-mo. adder in the conforming offer. Alternative pricing 
structures can be included in the Project Narrative. 

15. Is there a standard PPA form? Can it be reviewed before submitting?  
a. The standard PPA Pro Forma documents are posted on the RFO website. 

Redlined versions appropriate for your project type should be included with the 
submission package.  Please review Section 7 of the RFO Protocol. 

Program and Requirements 
16. Does CPA have a size preference for the battery storage? 

a. No, provided the project meets the RFO requirements. Please refer to Section 3C 
of the RFO Protocol.  

17. Will earlier COD’s 2020-2021 be first priority for negotiation and thus likely to be closed prior to 
June? 

a. If a project is shortlisted for negotiation, projects with a COD of 2020 or 2021 will 
be prioritized if the Bidder meets all other RFO requirements.  CPA is targeting 
finalizing negotiations for projects selected in this RFO by June 2020. 

18. Is the storage capacity payment ($/kW – month) at the project Pnode / Point of 
Interconnect or at the MV level?  

a. Please refer to the Energy Storage Agreement or RPS Plus Storage Agreement (as 
applicable) for details on terms related to payment.  

19. For projects not in the Ventura and LA County area is there a preference of Pnode vs SP15 
trading hub? 

a. Prices must be offered at the project Pnode in the conforming offer. Alternative 
pricing structures can be proposed in the Project Narrative. 

20. Should the hub-settled pricing offers be settled in the day-ahead market or real-time 
market? 



a. Dispatchable projects should optimize their hourly generation profile around Day 
Ahead-only dispatch. This valuation is used to determine a baseline energy value 
for the project. However, shortlisted projects will be evaluated across all 
relevant Day-Ahead, Real-Time, and ancillary markets. Please see Section 4a of 
the RFO Protocol and the Compensation Appendix in the PPA for more details.  

21. Per the evaluation criteria in section 4a of the RFO protocol, “Dispatchable projects 
should optimize their hourly generation profile around DA-only dispatch”. Since the 
project will be evaluated based on simulated Pnode prices, can any additional 
information on these simulated prices be provided? Will they be simulated based on a 
Typical Meteorological Year (TMY), or just season/weekday/weekend/holiday, or 
something else? Will the simulated prices be available for respondents, or will 
respondents have to guess what they will be? 

a. Prices will be simulated using a stochastic forecasting approach with weather as 
a primary driver, using observed variability in weather rather than TMY. Other 
factors affecting the price forecast include expected regional growth in 
renewables and in storage. RFO respondents are responsible for forecasting 
pricing for their project. Any of CPA’s simulated pricing will not be made 
available to RFO respondents. 

22. Are Distributed track Facilities required to be in LA or Ventura counties? Do they need to 
also be in CPA territory? 

a. Distributed Track projects must be located within Los Angeles and Ventura 
counties but do not need to be specifically within CPA service territory. 

23. Does Clean Power Alliance prefer projects within its service territory, or are projects 
within Los Angeles County or Ventura County - but not within its service territory - 
weighted equally? 

a. Utility-Scale Track projects within Los Angeles and Ventura Counties are 
preferred equally to projects within CPA service territory. Distributed Track 
projects must be located within Los Angeles and Ventura counties but do not 
need to be specifically within CPA service territory.  

24. Will distributed track projects with pricing that exceeds existing wholesale rates be 
considered? If so, is there a maximum bid price CPA would consider?  

a. All conforming offers will be considered and evaluated according to the 
quantitative and qualitative criteria described in Section 4 of the RFO Protocol.  

25. CPA states that PV + storage projects will be evaluated as both PV only and PV + 
Storage, however, PV requires Seller to be SC while with PV+Storage, Buyer will be SC.  
SC costs would change the price; how should this be reflected in our offer? 

a. Seller will be Scheduling Coordinator for generation-only projects. CPA will be 
Scheduling Coordinator for generation + storage projects and standalone storage 
projects. Bidders are responsible for estimating their project costs, and CPA 
cannot provide guidance on offer price.  Any clarification related to pricing 
should be provided to CPA within the Project Narrative document. 

26. What does 160% of proposed estimated annual energy production on each 2-year 
performance measurement period mean?  

a. The project’s energy production must equal at least 160% of estimated yearly 



production over a rolling two-year period.  Please refer to Section 4.7 of the RPS 
Agreement and RPS Plus Storage Agreements. 

27. Do utility scale generation + storage projects need to pay both generation resource and 
storage securities? Can you please explain using an example of 20 MW solar + 10 MW 
storage project?  

a. Security for generation resources is $60/kW and security for storage resources is 
$90/kW.  In the proposed example for a generation + storage project, the 
security requirement would be (20,000 kW*$60/kW) + (10,000 kW*$90/kW) = 
$2.1M. 

28. Is the 500kW minimum requirement for each project, or an aggregated grouping? 
a. The minimum nameplate capacity for the Utility Scale track is 10MW. The 

minimum nameplate capacity per project for the Distributed Track is 500kW. 
CPA is not considering aggregated projects in this RFO.  

29. What is the target capacity in each track (Utility-Scale versus Distributed)? If qualified 
bids do not hit specific track targets, will excess be applied to the other track? 

a. CPA may contract with multiple projects in each RFO and does not have a 
predetermined target capacity for procurement.  

30. What is the target procurement size for the Utility-Scale Track? Is it 400 MW or is that 
just the max. eligible project size? 

a. 400 MW is the maximum eligible size for an individual project in the Utility-Scale 
Track. CPA may choose to contract with multiple projects from the Utility-Scale 
Track. 

31. For the Station Use - Is it all right to show the station use in the storage loss factor?  Or 
does the station use need to be explicitly stated separate from the storage loss factor?  

a. Seller is responsible for station use. The measured efficiency rate includes all 
losses, plant auxiliary loads, general station use, or any components that reduce 
measured efficiency. This measured efficiency must be maintained above the 
Guaranteed Efficiency Rate.  

32. Can developers plan on a similar annual RFO (in terms of nameplate scope) from CPA?  
a. CPA held a Clean Energy RFO in 2018, is holding this years’ 2019 Reliability RFO 

and 2019 Clean Energy RFO and anticipates running additional solicitations in 
2021 and 2022.  However, CPA may, in its sole discretion, add or change RFOs.   

Project Operation 
33. Do "Planned Outage" hours count as UNAVAILHRS for the Monthly Capacity Availability 

calculation in Exhibit P?   
a. Yes.  

34. For Battery Storage, does CPA have a state of charge that they want the battery to be 
kept at?  

a. There is no specific state of charge requirement.  
35. Does CPA have a specific time of day that they want to see the battery discharged 

during?  
a. Battery discharge characteristics are expected to correspond to those hours that 



would maximize the value of the storage resource at a given point in time. 
36. Will CPA use storage for ancillary services such as frequency regulation?  

a. Yes. 

Other Questions 
37. Is sale of the project equity at some point during the contract term permitted. Is this a 

negotiable item? 

a. Please see the ‘Assignment’ section in the relevant Agreement document and 
include any redlines to the PPA in your submission.  

38. Question: Do you lease raw land for projects? 
a. No. Bidder is responsible for securing all land ownership and leasing 

arrangements. 
39. Is CPA offering any type of credit enhancement, backstop, or lock box type agreement 

for its obligations under the PPA? 
a. CPA is not providing any buyer security.  Please refer to Section 6 of the RFO 

Protocol. 
40. What is CPA's status for pursuing a credit rating?  

a. CPA intends to obtain a credit rating but there is no certain date. The CPA Board 
of Directors has adopted a financial reserve policy to support obtaining a credit 
rating. 

41. What is the expected timeline to providing Letter of Credit after being Shortlisted?  
a. Please refer to Section 8 of the RFO Protocol and the Exclusivity Agreement 

document.  


